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Well, you see Willard … In this war, things get confused out there - power, ideals, the old
morality and practical military necessity. Out there with these natives it must be a
temptation to be good because there's a conflict in every human heart between the
rational and the irrational, between good and evil. The good does not always triumph.
Sometimes the dark side overcomes what Lincoln called the better angels of our nature.
Every man has got a breaking point – both you and I have. Walter Kurtz has reached his.
And very obviously, he has gone insane (Apocalypse Now).
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Abstract
This thesis explores the politics associated with rural water reform in Victoria. The
specific focus of the thesis is on the period from 1980 through to the time of submission
in May 2010. During this period, the rural water sector has undergone radical reform in
Victoria. Initially, reforms were driven by a desire to improve the operational efficiency
of the State’s rural water sector. With the growing realisation that water extractions were
pressing against the limits of sustainable yield, the focus of the reform agenda shifted to
increasing the economic efficiency derived from every megalitre of water. By early
2000, the focus of the rural water reform changed as prolonged drought impacted on the
reliability of water supply for the irrigation community. The objective of the latest round
of reforms was to improve the efficiency of water usage as the scarcity became more
acute. To deal with many of the intractable problems confronting the rural water sector
over this period government turned to the neoclassical economic paradigm. The gradual
application of market principles throughout all levels of the rural water sector to drive
efficiency is giving rise to growing discontent amongst rural water users. This has
provoked increasing resentment over the intrusion of the “market” into seemingly every
element of rural life. As the water market drives structural reform across the once
heavily protected rural sector, farmers have looked to their peak representative body, the
Victorian Farmers Federation, to defend established patterns of resource usage. As
governments responded to concerns about the environment, the Victorian Farmers
Federation was forced to make a number of compromises to protect the security of its
members’ water rights. Many members found the compromises unpalatable and became
less loyal to the VFF. At the same time the robust political allegiance between the VFF
and National Farmers Federation was severely tested by the Council of Australian
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Governments’ broader rural water reform agenda. In addition to the obvious self interest
that rural water users have in this policy process, there were underlying issues at work.
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Preface
I was born and raised in the small country town of Cohuna in northern Victoria. Like so
many other small towns in northern Victoria the economic and social prosperity of
Cohuna remained intimately linked to the surrounding agricultural enterprises. The art
of agricultural production in the northern plains of Victoria was sustained by the snaking
network of man made channels that supplied the water required for irrigation over the dry
summer months and for providing essential all year round supplies of stock and domestic
water.

During my childhood, the man made channels provided me with, along with my brother
and sisters, countless hours where we searched for hidden treasures as the channels were
lowered for the duration of the winter months.

This is a picture of Sandy Bottom during the winter months when water in the irrigation channels were
lowered as they were not required to provide water for irrigation. Sandy Bottom is about 100 meters from
my parent’s home in Cohuna. Photo: Barry Hancock

While we would wander for miles along the bottom of the channels the muddy clothes we
arrived home with would prove to be an ongoing frustration for mum.
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The summer months were filled with endless hours where we could be found swimming
at our favorite place “Sandy Bottom”. The endless hours were filled with mud fights and
playing underwater brandy with other children from around the neighborhood.

Our favorite swimming hole “Sandy Bottom” in full flow during the irrigation season. The stump
protruding from the right side of channel bank is all that remains of the giant gum tree which spread its
branches across the channel enabling us to prefect the art of dive bombing. Photo: Barry Hancock

As we grew older our childhood games were replaced with sharing many fun filled
moments water skiing; a hobby which my sisters would introduce to their own children.
They regularly make the trip up from their home in Melbourne on the many weekends
over the summer months to put their boat in and spend the hours skiing on the Gunbower
Creek.
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This is a picture of my nieces and nephew taken at the ski run on the Gunbower Creek on the Gunbower
Island 6km out of Cohuna during the Christmas holiday break December 2008. Photo: Barry Hancock

During my childhood, little consideration was given to the significance of the snaking
network of irrigation channels, or, to the fact that every drop of water had already been
allocated for use. For us children, it just seemed the channel system was simply there for
our enjoyment!

Little did I know that later in life I would become involved in one of the most contentious
areas of public policy which would have intimate links to my upbringing!

In June of 2000, I became the Victorian Farmers Federation’s water resources policy
officer; a position which I occupied for over three and a half years.

While having grown up in an irrigation dependent rural community in northern Victoria,
my upbringing was not sufficient for preparing me for the world of rural water politics.
As I would soon discover, I was very much “wet behind the ears” when it came to the
politics of rural water.
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This thesis is my attempt at making sense of the many experiences I’d encountered
representing the “interests” of farmers in the highly contentious area of rural water
politics.
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